Abstract. A fundamental quantity which arises in the sorting of n numbers al, a2.''", an is Pr (ai < ai]P), the probability that ai < ai assuming that all linear extensions of the partial order P are equally likely. In this paper, we establish various properties of Pr (ai < ajlP) and related quantities. In particular, it is shown that Pr (ai <bjlP')>=Pr (a<b.iP) if the partial order P consists of two disjoint linearly ordered sets A ={al<a2<" "<a,,,,},B={bl<b2<" '<bn} and P'=PU{any relations of the form ak<bt}. These inequalities have applications in determining the complexity of certain sorting-like computations.
selecting the kth largest number [4] .
We begin with a motivating example. Suppose that tennis skill can be represented by a number, so that player x will lose to player y in a tennis match if x < y. Imagine a contest between two teams A {a 1, as, , a,,} and B {bl, be, , bn}, where within each team the players are already ranked as al < as < < am and bl < be < < If the first match of the contest is between a and bl, what is the probability p that a will lose? Supposing that the two teams have never met before, it is reasonable to assume that all relative rankings among players of A LI B are equally likely, provided they are consistent with a < as < < a,,, and bl < be < < bn. It is easy to show by a simple calculation that p rn! (m + n). Consider now a different situation when the two teams did compete before with results al < bh, ai2 < hi:z, a, < bi,; in other words, the team B players always won. Let p' be the probability for a < bl assuming that all orderings of elements in A U B, consistent with the known constraints, are equally likely. One would certainly expect that p'-> p, as the additional information indicates that the players on team B are better than those on team A. However, the proof of this does not seem to be so trivial. The purpose of this paper is to establish several general theorems concerning such monotone properties.
We now give a proof that p' -> p in the preceding example. It establishes the result even when A and B are themselves only partially ordered, provided that al and b are the unique minimum elements in A and B, respectively. Let us denote by P' the partial order obtained by adding the relations {all < bh, ai:z < bj:,..., air < b,;,} to P A (_J B. We will show that Pr (a l< blP')/Pr (bl<allP')>-m/n, from which it follows that Pr (a < bliP') >-m/(m + n) Pr (a < bliP). bn}, X A tA B and (P, <) be a partial order on X which contains no relation of the form bi < ai or a < bi.
Suppose E E1 (_l t.J E and E' E U (_l E' where E and E} are events of the form (ai < bi)^(ai < bi)^^(ai, < bi,).
Conjecture. Assuming all linear extensions of P are equally likely, the events E and E' are mutually favorable, i.e., Pr (EIP) Pr (E'IP)=< Pr (EE']P).
In this paper, we shall prove several results related to this conjecture, which in particular imply the conjecture for the case when both A and B are linearly ordered under P (see Corollary 2 to Theorem 1). The general conjecture, however, remains unresolved.
2. A monotonieity theorem. In this section, we shall prove a theorem which implies an important special case of the conjecture, namely, the case when A and B are each linearly ordered under P. In fact, in this case the conjecture is true even if P includes relations of both of the types a < bi and bk < al.
LetA --{al <a2< < a,,,}.and B --{bl <b2< <bn} be linear orders. Let A denote the set of all linear extensions of P A (.J B. A cross-relation between A and B is a set Z _ (A x B) U (B x A), interpreted as a set of comparisons ai < bj and bk < at. For a cross-relation Z, we define {h A" , (x) < (y) for all (x, y) Z}.
It will be convenient to represent each as a lattice path -in 7/2 starting from the origin and terminating at the point (n, m) (see Fig. 2 ). The interpretation is as follows: As we step along starting from (0, 0), if the kth step increases the A (or B) ( Further, we will restrict the mapping so that (2) pc_o.
If (2) avoid all these barriers, then so will any path /2,/2' constructed from their path segments. 4 . Concluding remarks. We should point out that if we weaken the hypotheses on the structure of (P, <) even slightly, then (1) can fail. To see this, consider the following partial order (P, <) on the set {a l, a2, bl, b2, c} as shown in Fig. 4 . Choose X Xl {(1, 1)}, X'= X {(2, 2)}, and all other Xg, XI, Y/, Y; to be . 
